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Stylish Umbrellas Highlight important dates with this idea. Set paper drink umbrellas and tape 
in the calendar area. During the month, 
when a special day such as a holiday, a 
birthday, or a field trip day occurs, have a 
volunteer tape an umbrella to the corre-
sponding date. At the end of the month, 
revisit the dates and discuss what special 
happening occurred on that day.

A Basket of Eggs Review a variety of calendar skills with this 
“egg-cellent” idea. On each of several slips of 
paper, write a calendar task, such as “Point 
to the first day of the month” or “Count the 
number of days that have passed this month.” 
Place each slip in a separate plastic egg and 
put the eggs in a basket. During calendar time, 
invite a few volunteers to each take an egg. 
Help each child read the slip and then have 
him complete the task.

Point to yesterday’s date.
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April

Rainy Days April showers bring May flowers! To keep track of April’s rainy days, post an umbrella cutout labeled as shown. Set small raindrop cutouts and tape nearby. Each day, invite youngsters to observe the weather. If it is raining have a volunteer tape a raindrop near the umbrella. At the end of the month, lead youngsters in counting the raindrops to deter-mine the number of rainy days in April.

Just for

Welcoming the Month Lead youngsters in singing this song to introduce them to some of the wonderful things that begin to happen during April.
(sung to the tune of 

“Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”)
April is a month in spring.
Flowers bloom and robins sing.Gentle rains begin to fall,
Grass and flowers growing tall. Way up in the bright blue sky,You might see a butterfly.
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Pig Mask Patterns
Use with “National Pig Day” on page 3.
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St. Patrick’s Day (March 17)

 In advance, secretly hide a pot of gold cutout 

in the classroom. Tell students that a sneaky 

leprechaun hid a pot of gold. Then invite little 

ones to use magnifying glasses (if desired, 

make them from green tagboard) to hunt for 

the leprechaun’s gold. After a child finds the 

gold, reward each student with a small prize, 

such as a shamrock sticker.

riding a bike

Act Happy Week (annually, the week 

beginning with the third Monday in March)

 Have each student share an activity that 

makes him happy as you write his words 

on a paper strip. Place the completed strips 

in a container. Each day during the week, 

have a few students, in turn, draw a strip and 

pantomime the activity for his classmates to 

identify.

Start of Spring (March  19, 20, or 21)

 Celebrate the beginning of spring by having 

each child make a personalized flower. To 

make one, a child glues a trimmed photo to 

the center of a flower cutout. Then she crum-

ples tissue paper squares and glues them to 

the flower to frame the photo.
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 Use these suggestions to highlight holidays and 

special events during the month.

March Celebrations

National Nutrition Month (March 1–31)

 Cut pictures of different foods (including 

several healthy and unhealthy choices) from 

magazines. Place the pictures and a roll of 

tape near a chart like the one shown. Lead 

students in a discussion about healthy and 

unhealthy foods. Then have each child, in turn, 

choose a picture and show it to the group. 

Have the class help each youngster decide on 

which side of the chart to tape the picture.

National Umbrella Month (March 1–31)

 Have each child draw on an umbrella cutout 

a picture of her favorite thing to do on a rainy 

day. Invite each youngster, in turn, to share her 

umbrella with the group as she describes the 

pictured activity.

National Pig Day (March 1)

 Celebrate this barnyard animal by having 

youngsters make pig masks. Have each child 

color and cut out a copy of the patterns on 

page 5. Direct him to glue the patterns together 

as shown; then help him cut out the eyeholes. 

Finally, help each child tape his project to a 

jumbo craft stick to complete his mask.

Solid Gold
CANDY

 Healthy Foods  Unhealthy Foods
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March

Lucky Days

 Post a large pot of gold cutout. Each day of the 

month, invite a child to attach a gold coin cutout 

above the pot. (Every Monday have a student 

attach two extra coins, one for Saturday and one 

for Sunday, above the pot.) Then lead youngsters 

in counting the gold coins to determine the current 

date, how many days are left in the month, and how 

many days of the month have gone by.

Just for

Welcoming the Month

 Lead little ones in this toe-tapping tune 

to familiarize them with March’s changing 

weather. After singing the song, have 

students determine if the weather outside 

is like a lion (cold, wet, windy) or like a lamb 

(warm, sunny, mild). Then attach a lion or 

lamb cutout to the calendar for that day.

(sung to the tune of 

“When the Saints Go Marching In”)

Oh, March roars in

Like a lion.

The winds are strong as they can be!

But then it leaves so soft and gently

Like a sweet little lamb, you see!
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Mexican Flag Symbol Patterns
Use with “Cinco de Mayo” on page 12.
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May

MOM

Lydia

Mother’s Day (annually, the second Sunday  in May)

 For each child, fold a sheet of white construc-tion paper in half. Unfold the paper and, with a pencil, lightly write MOM on the top half. Have each child paint over the word with a thin paint-brush. Then have her fold the paper and gently press down on the top of it. Carefully unfold the paper and allow the paint to dry. To complete her card, each child adds drawings and signs her name.

National Transportation Week (annually, 
the week including the third Friday in May)

 Create a display that shows sky, land, and water. Invite each youngster to cut from a magazine a picture of a type of transportation. (If desired, provide clip art instead of magazine pictures.) Then have him show the group his picture and tell something about that form of transportation. Help him glue the picture to the display in an appropriate position. 

Memorial Day (annually, the last Monday  in May)

 The poppy is known as the flower of remem-brance. Have each child glue together four red paper hearts, a black paper circle, and a green paper stem to make a poppy like the one shown. Encourage youngsters to wear their poppies on Memorial Day.
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“Hickory, Dickory, Dock”

May Day (May 1)

 Invite each child to make a personal 
maypole. To make one, she cuts pictures of 
flowers from magazines and glues them to 
a cardboard tube. Then she cuts (with help) 
crepe paper into thin strips and tapes one 
end of each strip to the inside of the tube.

Mother Goose Day (May 1)

 On each of several white feather cutouts, 
write the name of a Mother Goose rhyme; 
place the feathers in a basket. Throughout 
the day, invite a volunteer to take a feather 
from the basket. Read aloud the name of 
the rhyme and invite little ones to join you in 
reciting the rhyme.

Cinco de Mayo (May 5)

 Show youngsters a picture of the Mexican 
flag and invite them to name the colors. 
Then help each child make a replica of the 
flag by painting his hand with wide stripes 
of green, white, and red. Have him press 
his hand on a white index card. When 
the paint is dry, trim around the handprint 
and glue a copy of a Mexican flag symbol 
pattern from page 14 in the center of the 
white section. Then tape a craft stick to the 
handprint cutout.
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 Use these suggestions to highlight holidays and 

special events during the month.

May Celebrations

(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)

If you’re happy and you know it, please say, “Cheese.” Say, “Cheese!”

If you’re happy and you know it, please say, “Cheese.” Say, “Cheese!”

If you’re happy and you know it, then your face can’t help but show it. Smile.

If you’re happy and you know it, please say, “Cheese.” Say, “Cheese!”

Smile of 
the Day

National Hamburger Month (May 1–31)

 During the month of May, turn your dramatic-

play area into a hamburger stand. Place in 

the area cookie sheets (for cooking surfaces), 

aprons, plastic food, empty condiment bottles, 

plastic plates, and utensils. A child visits the 

center and pretends to cook hamburgers for 

customers.

National Smile Month (May 1–31)

 Take a photo of each child smiling and saying, 

“Cheese!” In the classroom, post a sign similar 

to the one shown. Each day, lead young-

sters in singing the song shown. At the end of 

the song, attach a student’s photo to the sign. 

Continue the activity daily until each child’s 

photo has been on the sign.
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MayJust for

Welcoming the Month

 Lead little ones in singing this toe-tap-

ping tune to introduce a popular May 

pastime—gardening! Then invite young-

sters to name something they would 

like to grow in a garden. Write students’ 

responses on a large vegetable or flower 

cutout.

(sung to the tune of “Up on the Housetop”)

In May, we watch our garden grow

From seeds planted row by row.

Water them and hope there is lots of sun.

Gardening is so much fun!

Plant, plant, plant,

Row by row,

Watch that garden really grow.

In May, we watch our garden grow

From seeds we planted row by row.
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Picking Flowers
 This garden helps track the 

number of days that have gone by 

in May and also the number of days 

that are left. To prepare a garden, 

stand 31 artificial flowers in a block 

of floral foam. Place a plastic vase or 

jar nearby. Each school day in May, 

have a volunteer pick a flower from the 

garden and place it in the vase. (On 

Mondays, have volunteers pick flowers for 

the previous Saturday and Sunday as well.) 

Lead students in counting the flowers in the 

vase and in the garden. Then ask questions 

about the number of flowers in each.
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National Jelly Bean Day (April 22)

 Place an equal number of jelly beans in each 

of two containers of different sizes and shapes, 

similar to the ones shown. Invite youngsters to 

study the containers and then to guess which 

one has more jelly beans. After each child 

has shared his prediction, reveal to the group 

that the containers actually have the same 

number of jelly beans in them. Guide students 

to conclude that the sizes and shapes of the 

containers make it appear that one has more 

jelly beans in it than the other.

National Dance Day (April 29)

 To celebrate this day devoted to 

boogying, use a recording of upbeat 

music. At the end of calendar time, 

play the music and invite youngsters 

to perform their favorite dance moves.

April

Earth Day (April 22)

 These projects are perfect for encouraging youngsters to take care 

of the earth. After discussing the importance of recycling, have 

each child use blue and green crayons to color a paper plate so 

it resembles the earth. Help her fold three paper arrow cutouts as 

shown and glue them on the plate to make the recycling symbol. 

Punch a hole in the top and attach a ribbon loop for hanging.
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 Use these suggestions to highlight holidays and 

special events during the month.April Celebrations

National Kite Month (April 1–30)

 Turn your art center into a kite-making area. 

To make a kite, a child traces a tagboard kite 

on a sheet of paper and cuts out the tracing. 

Then she decorates her kite as desired. To 

complete her kite, she tapes a yarn tail to its 

back and crepe paper strips (bows) to the 

tail. If desired, invite youngsters to pretend to 

fly their kites outside on a windy day.

April Fools’ Day (April 1)

 Prior to students’ arrival, make some 

silly changes to your classroom, such as 

switching the month on the calendar, scram-

bling center items, or turning an empty trash 

can upside down. When students arrive, 

play a game of April Fools’ Day I Spy. Invite 

youngsters to name the things that have 

been changed. After all the changes have 

been named, enlist youngsters' help in 

getting the room back in order.

National Library Week (annually, 

the  second full week in April)

 Show students several examples of book-

marks. Place a class supply of 2"  x  6" 

tagboard strips in your art center. To make 

a bookmark, a child decorates a strip as 

desired. Collect the finished bookmarks and 

donate them to a local library.


